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Summary 

 
This deliverable covers the development in the area of speech data mining since deliverable D4.2               
(Month 22). It first outlines the advances done in speech data mining research (transcription and               
speaker recognition), with focus on the BISON environment - i.e. unavailability of big amounts of               
transcribed data for target languages. A lot of this work has run concurrently with other projects and                 
international evaluations (such as NIST OpenSAT, MGB and NIST SRE 2016). The second part of               
the report deals specifically with the Automatic speech recognition (ASR) work performed on Contact              
Center (CC) data. Compared to the original plan to develop ASR in 13 languages, the consortium                
reached 14 languages, with some deviations to the original plan driven by technical and business               
changes. The report also deals with application-oriented issues of speech technologies (speed,            
memory consumption and real-time) and ways to quickly transfer know-how and models from             
research partners to production stage.  
 
 

Legal disclaimer 

The information and views set out in this Deliverable are those of the author and do not necessarily                  
reflect the official opinion of the European Union. Neither the European Union institutions and              
bodies nor any person acting on their behalf may be held responsible for the use which may be                  
made of the information contained therein. 
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1. Introduction 

D4.3 represents the final account of speech data mining technologies R&D done in the BISON               
project. Similarly to the previous WP4 deliverable [D4.2], it does not repeat the information provided               
earlier and covers only the “delta” that happened since [D4.2]. The structure of the deliverable follows                
the proven model of two main parts.  

Chapter 2 introducing the latest advancement in research and covers activities within the consortium              
in automatic speech recognition (ASR) and speaker identification. This chapter provides high-level            
information, the respective details are in the publications of BISON research partners (BUT and TID)               
that are cited wherever appropriate.  

Chapter 3 presents the development of BISON ASR systems that have been or are being integrated                
with the small and bigBison architectures to be tested in real contact center (CC) environment. 13                
languages were planned in the project proposal and our current list contains 14 developed languages.               
Naturally, there were deviations from the initial plans, that are explained. The chapter also deals with                
additional languages available by extra-BISON partnerships and cooperations, and it addresses           
application aspects of ASR. Attention is also paid to the transfer of models from research partners to                 
PHO responsible for production-grade speech technologies.  

The deliverable concludes with a summary and outline of speech data mining work until the end of                 
BISON and beyond.  
 
 

2. Speech data mining research 

This chapter covers the achievements obtained by BISON research teams (BUT and TID) in different               
areas of speech data mining. These results are being continuously reviewed by the industrial partners               
(mainly PHO and MYF) and whenever appropriate, integrated into BISON demonstrators and their             
production systems.  
 

2.1. Automatic speech recognition 

The research teams at BUT and TID have continued working on different parts of the ASR processing                 
chain. This work included acoustic models, pronunciation dictionaries, and language modeling. The            
sections below provide short summaries, while full details can be obtained in the cited papers .  1

2.1.1. Multi-lingual training of feature extraction and acoustic models  

The work followed our previous efforts to improve the accuracy of ASR systems by multi-lingual               
training of feature extractors and acoustic models, see [D4.1] and [D4.2] and the publications              

1 Papers submitted to Interspeech 2017 in Stockholm will be available immediately after the conference (end                
August); should the reader want to consult them in the short period between the submission of this report and                   
Interspeech, we will be happy to send them by email.  
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references therein for details. Most of the work was done on data from the US-Government sponsored                
BABEL program that has produced a large quantity of data in more than 25 languages, with results                 
from many other laboratories to be compared with.  

In [Karafiat2017], we have followed our previous [Karafiat2016] and provided the final account of              
our work Babel. The paper contains the details on the final BUT 2016 system. It concentrates on                 
multi-lingual training of both DNN-based features and acoustic models as well as adaptation of              
BLSTMs with i-vectors. We have shown clear advantage of multi-lingual training of acoustic models              
and features in low-resource scenarios. Stacked Bottle-Neck (SBN) feature extraction trained in            
multi-lingual way are an elegant way to produce high-quality features and obtain a good system               
trained on target data only. However, BLSTM acoustic models trained in multi-lingual way and              
fine-tuned towards the target language provide better performance with simple (“raw” filter-bank            
energies) features at the input. Work was also conducted on i-vector adaptation of ASR system (this                
adaptation is nowadays very popular and bridges speaker and speech recognition) and we presented              
middle layers of BLSTM system more optimal for i-vector adaptation than the input layer which is                
usually used.  

Multi-lingual training makes its way to production ASR systems, as is described in section 3.3 of this                 
Deliverable. The work on multi-lingual training is not finished and several “TODOs” are on our list:  

● It needs to be checked, whether one big language as the seed recognizer has the capacity of                 
improving the result on an under-resourced language. We have tried this approach for SBN              
networks (with positive results) [Grezl2016], but the ASR back-end was an old GMM/HMM             
system. We need to to verify if it helps also with direct AM training and LSTMs, as done in                   
[Karafiat2016] and [Karafiat2017]. 

● Work is in progress on reversing the scenario – to answer the question whether multi-lingual               
models can help ASR on a “big” language. Even if the results on US-English or other well                 
resourced languages are satisfactory, any percent of WER we can obtain is good. The early               
results show that this is happening (although in smaller extent than in the classical              
multi-lingual training paradigm), the results will be available until the end of BISON and              
presented in a paper and in the final report.  

● Finally, work must be done to make these approaches more practical to others. BUT team has                
started to transfer the multi-lingual training know-how to PHO, but it would be nice to               
address broader R&D community, for example by publishing an open Kaldi recipe. This             
potential output is still being discussed.  

 

2.1.2. Semi-supervised training 

Semi-supervised training is a common scenario for under-resourced languages, where only part of the              
data is transcribed, and the other part is “raw”, as shown in Figure 1. The general scheme                 
(investigated in many papers and by ourselves earlier, for example in [Vesely2013] and             
[Egorova2016]) is:  

● Train a “seed” system on the transcribed data 
● Recognize non-transcribed data 
● Determine what is good and select for training 
● Re-train on all 
● To be safe, re-tune on the transcribed set.  
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Figure 1: Division of data for semi-supervised training.  

 
However, with the dominance of DNN based systems, we have found that not all the questions related                 
to the semi-supervised training of hybrid ASR system with DNN acoustic model have been              
thoroughly investigated. In [Vesely2017], we focus on two fundamental questions:  

● granularity of confidences (per-sentence, per-word, perframe),  
● how the data should be used (data selection by masks, or in mini-batch SGD with confidences                

as weights).  

We have also investigated into re-tuning the system with the manually transcribed data, both with the                
‘frame cross-entropy’ and ‘sequence Minimum Bayes Risk’ (sMBR) training criteria.  

Our preferred semi-supervised recipe which is both simple and efficient is as follows: we select words                
according to the word accuracy we obtain on the development set. Such recipe, which does not rely on                  
a grid-search of the training hyperparameter, generalized well for: Babel Vietnamese (transcribed 11h,             
untranscribed 74h), Babel Bengali (transcribed 11h, untranscribed 58h) and our custom Switchboard            
setup (transcribed 14h, untranscribed 95h). We obtained absolute WER improvements of 2.5% for             
Vietnamese, 2.3% for Bengali and 3.2% for Switchboard, respectively.  

Several experiments were run in order to investigate the optimum amount of added non-transcribed              
data, and for all three languages, we have found that in case the Word Accuracy (WACC) is measured                  
on a small development set reserved within the transcribed data, the optimum amount of              
non-transcribed data corresponds to WACC% of recognized words with the highest confidence. This             
approach (named “Karel’s magic” after Karel Vesely) leads to a simple recipe replicable for a variety                
of scenarios. Details on semi-supervised training can be found in [Vesely2017] and also in              
forthcoming Karel’s PhD thesis scheduled for defense in Autumn 2017.  

 

 
Table 1: Performances and optimum amounts of non-transcribed data documenting “Karel’s magic”.  
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2.1.3. Efficient acoustic modeling architectures  

As we have seen in the previous [D4.2], in [Karafiat2016], [Karafiat2017] and in dozens of papers                
from both academic and industrial research labs, recurrent DNN architectures (RNN) have taken over              
the ASR field and LSTMs and their bi-directional variants BLSTMs are nowadays dominating the              
ASR field (and many others where classification, recognition or regression of temporal sequences is              
done). However, training deep RNN architectures is complicated due to the increased network             
complexity, that is not favorable for learning of higher order abstracts using deep RNN. In case of                 
feed-forward networks, training deep structures is simple and faster while learning long-term temporal             
information is not possible.  

We attempted to fulfill both contradictory requirements (i.e. 1. remove recurrent dependencies and 2.              
Preserve the ability to model long-time context) and proposed residual memory neural network             
(RMN) architecture using deep feed-forward layers having residual and time delayed connections.  
 

 
Figure 2: Residual memory network.  

 
The residual connection paves way to construct deeper networks by enabling unhindered flow of              
gradients and the time delay units capture temporal information with shared weights (Figure 2). The               
number of layers in RMN signifies both the hierarchical processing depth and temporal depth. The               
computational complexity in training RMN is significantly less when compared to deep recurrent             
networks. RMN is further extended as bi-directional RMN (BRMN) to capture both past and future               
information.  

Experimental analysis was done on AMI corpus to substantiate the capability of RMN in learning               
long-term information and hierarchical information. Recognition performance of RMN trained with           
300 hours of Switchboard corpus is compared with various state-of-the-art LVCSR systems. The             
results indicate that RMN and BRMN gains 6% and 3.8% relative improvement over LSTM and               
BLSTM networks - see Table 2.  

 
Table 2: Comparison of RMNs with state-of-the-art approaches to DNN acoustic modeling.  
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The results indicate that we can obtain results comparable to LSTMs, but with much simpler               
non-recurrent architecture and fast training. The details can be found in [Baskar2017]. Moreover,             
RMNs produce decent results also in language modeling, see section 2.1.5 below and [Benes2017].  
 

2.1.4. Grapheme to phoneme conversion  

Among the work done at the 2016 Third Frederick Jelinek Memorial Summer Workshop held at Johns                
Hopkins University in summer 2016 , the grapheme to phoneme conversion studied by M.             2

Hannemann [Hannemann2017] (mentioned already in the previous [D4.2]) has been particularly           
successful. This fully Bayesian approach to G2P conversion is based on the joint-sequence model              
(JSM). Usually, standard smoothed n-gram language models (LM, e.g. Kneser-Ney) are used with             
JSMs to model graphone sequences (joint grapheme-phoneme pairs). However, we take a Bayesian             
approach using a hierarchical Pitman-Yor-Process LM, that provides an elegant alternative to using             
smoothing techniques to avoid over-training. No held-out sets and complex parameter tuning is             
necessary, and several convergence problems encountered in the discounted         
Expectation-Maximization (as used in the smoothed JSMs) are avoided. Every step is modeled by              
weighted finite state transducers and implemented with standard operations from the OpenFST            
toolkit.  

The model was evaluated on a standard data set (CMUdict), where it gives comparable results to the                 
previously reported smoothed JSMs in terms of phoneme-error rate while requiring a much smaller              
training/testing time. Most importantly, our model can be used in a Bayesian framework and for               
(partly) un-supervised training. In 2017, PHO expressed interest in this model and prepares to test it                
against other G2P approaches.  
 

2.1.5. Language modeling  by Residual Memory Networks 

The excellent results obtained with RMNs for acoustic modeling (see section 2.1.3 above and              
[Baskar2017]) led us to investigate their performance in language modeling (LM). In LM, recurrent              
approaches have gained popularity since the seminal paper by [Mikolov2010] that presented a             
working recipe for RNN-based LM obtaining significantly lower perplexity than standard approaches.            
However, despite their superior performance, RNNs present two substantial problems for LM:  

● Long training and testing times 
● Incompatibility with current FST-based approaches to ASR decoding, leading to the necessity            

to use a simpler LM in the decoding (for example bi-gram) with following use of advanced                
RNN-based LM only for re-scoring.  

Residual Memory Network (RMN) architecture applied to language modeling incorporates residual           
connections and time-delay connections that allow us to naturally incorporate information from a             
substantial time context. We thoroughly investigated their behaviour on the well studied Penn             
Treebank corpus to be able to compare to state-of-the-art on standard data. We changed the model                
slightly for the needs of language modeling, reducing both its time and memory consumption, and               
addressed the size of the model, regularization and training procedure - see Figure 3 for an example.  
 

2 www.clsp.jhu.edu/workshops/16-workshop/building-speech-recognition-system-from-untranscribed-data/  
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Figure 3: Influence of the learning rate shown on the plot of training perplexity versus validation 

perplexity - the training progresses from right to left. The best result is achieved right on the edge of 
overfitting by the model optimized with learning rate 1e-3. 

 
Our results in Table 3 show that RMN is a suitable choice for small-sized neural language models.                 
With test perplexity 112.7 and as few as 2.3M parameters, they out-perform both a much larger                
vanilla RNN (PPL 124, 8M parameters) and a similarly sized LSTM (PPL 115, 2.08M parameters),               
while being only by less than 3 perplexity points worse than twice as big LSTM. The paper                 
[Benes2017] was short-listed for the Best Student Paper competition at Interspeech 2017 and Karel              
Benes is invited to present it in front of the selection committee. 
 

 
Table 3: Comparison of RMNs with state-of-the-art approaches to DNN acoustic modeling.  

 

2.1.6. MGB-3 2017 

The Multi-Genre Broadcast (MGB) Challenge is an evaluation of speech recognition, speaker            
diarization, dialect detection and lightly supervised alignment using TV recordings in English and             
Arabic. The speech data is broad and multi-genre, spanning the whole range of TV output, and                
represents a challenging task for speech technology. Although not addressing the same (telephone             
CC) data as BISON, the challenge is relevant as it allows to address the problems of under-resourced                 
languages and semi-supervised training and compare our results in the international context. In 2017,              
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3rd edition of MGB was organized by the University of Edinburgh [Ali2017]. MGB-3 emphasised              3

dialectal Arabic using data collected from Egyptian multigenre YouTube videos. Seven genres were             
used for data collection: comedy, cooking, family/kids, fashion, drama, sports, and science (TEDX).             
A total of 16 hours of data, split evenly across the different genres, was divided into adaptation,                 
development and evaluation data sets. The Arabic MGB-Challenge comprised two tasks: A) Speech             
transcription, evaluated on the MGB-3 test set, along with the 10 hour MGB-2 test set; B) Arabic                 
dialect identification.  

We have participated only in the ASR task. Our initial BLSTM-HMM system was trained on 250                
hours of MGB-2 data (Al-Jazeera), and was adapted with 5 hours of Egyptian data (YouTube). With                
the initial system, we demonstrated that diarization is beneficial in ASR for better speaker adaptation,               
as the WER on MGB-2 dev (Al-Jazeera) improved from 40.2 to 37.3 with fMLLR GMM model, and                 
from 26.3 to 25.9 with the sMBR-BLSTM model with CMN. Then we step-by-step adapted the               
system to the MGB-3 target domain (YouTube shows in Egyptian Arabic). At first we adapted the                
language model (from 69.7 to 67.2), then we adapted the acoustic model by SGD re-training with CE                 
objective (from 67.2 to 58.9). We achieved some extra performance improvements from data             
engineering (speed perturbation, balancing with MGB-2 training data, from 58.9 to 57.4). And we              
achieved yet another performance improvements from using all the 4 versions of reference transcripts,              
either in ‘serial’ or in ‘parallel’ way (from 57.4 to 55.5). The last improvement from 55.5 to 55.1                  
comes from the sMBR training. In total, we obtained the adaptation WER improvement from 69.7               
down to 55.1.  

We did not rank with our single system among the best teams in the evaluations - our Average-WER                  
was 53.4, while the winner Aalto had 37.5 (our initial estimate is that the most important difference is                  
that the other teams used more data for training the initial system). However, we believe that our                 
analysis [Vesely2017MGB] will be highly interesting (not only) for the other MGB-3 challenge             
participants, and that an interesting discussion will take place in the MGB-3 Special Session at ASRU                
in Okinawa .  4

 

2.1.7. OpenSAT  

OpenSAT is a new speech analytic technology evaluation series organized by the US National              
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) that begun with a pilot evaluation in 2017 . It involved                5

three tasks: Speech Activity Detection (SAD), Keyword Search (KWS) and Automatic Speech            
Recognition (ASR). These technologies were evaluated across three data domains: low-resourced           
languages, speech from video and public safety communications, see details in the evaluation plan              
[OpenSAT2017]. BUT successfully participated in SAD and ASR tasks for low-resourced languages            
(BABEL) and public safety communications (Sofa SuperStore Firefighters - SSSF).  

The Babel system was built on HMM-DNN hybrid basis, and two hybrid systems were used for final                 
system combination: Multilingual BLSTM and Residual Memory Network. Multi-lingual acoustic          
models were pre-trained on 11 Babel languages (Cantonese, Pashto, Turkish, Tagalog, Vietnamese,            
Assamese, Bengali, Haitian Creole, Lao, Swahili and Georgian) and ported to the target language as               

3 http://www.mgb-challenge.org/  
4 https://asru2017.org/Challenges.asp  
5 https://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/nist-2017-pilot-speech-analytic-technologies-evaluation  
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described in [Karafiat2016]. The features were filter-bank energies and speaker-adapted output from            
the 1st stage of Stacked Bottle-Neck (SBN) Neural Network (NN) architecture. Speaker adaptation             
was performed using i-vectors. See [Karafiat2017OpenSAT_Babel] for details.  

The SSSF system [Karafiat2017OpenSAT_SSSF] was based on HMM-DNN hybrids: DNN (for the            
primary system) and BLSTM (for the contrastive one). Both were trained on English speech corpora               
enhanced by adding environmental noises and by simulating the radio channel. The fire departments              
in the U.S. use the proprietary AMBE codec in their Digital Mobile Radio (DMR) and the source code                  
of this codec is not available. As a replacement, we used the EU version of the TETRA codec, plus                   
several other operations to simulate radio channel distortions (clipping, high-pass filtering and phase             
distortion). Voice activity detection was re-used from RATS project [Ng2012], as the channel is              
similar to SSSF data. It was performed by Neural Network with input consisting of a block of Mel                  
filter outputs with context of 300ms. The NN has 18 outputs: 9 for speech and 9 for non-speech, each                   
corresponding to one of the channels (source plus 8 re-transmitted). HMM with Viterbi decoding was               
used to smooth out and merge the outputs to speech and non-speech regions. This NN was trained on                  
RATS data defined for the speech activity detection (SAD) task. The ASR system architecture was               
quite simple as no speaker/channel adaptation was involved. The ASR systems were similar to the               
ones in the Babel task.  

The results were very optimistic and BUT systems scored excellently both in Babel and SSSF tasks -                 
see Results - in Figure 4. The very poor performance of all participants in the SSSF task is given by                    
the challenging data, that is mostly hardly understandable to humans. 
 

  
Figure 4: Results of 2017 NIST OpenSAT evaluations. In SSSF SAD Task, BUT system is S5. In Babel                  
ASR, BUT system is S1, in SSSF ASR, BUT system is S1.  
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2.2. ASR development on a low-resourced language - Luxembourgish 

TID and BUT have continued the work on the prototyping of Luxembourgish ASR. With the respect                
to the work mentioned in deliverable D4.2, section 2.2.2, it is worth to mention that the second batch                  
of collected Parliamentary data, around 252h of audio, has been processed and included both in the                
training and testing datasets. The new in-domain CC data from EBOS, composed of a total of 34h of                  
audio, have been also included for training and testing purposes in the ASR development. Following               
we highlight some of the advances with respect to previous deliverable. 

Parliamentary and CC data correspond to different domains and it is expected to occur a mismatch                
between both of them. Firstly, the Parliamentary dataset consists of far-field microphones and there              
are no telephone conversations but mostly individual interventions. Secondly, the lexicon and topic             
domain are different. In addition, Parliamentary data contains mostly the central Luxembourgish            
variety, while CC EBOS data is expected to contain all regional dialects. 

The Parliamentary data contains audio files of 10 minutes, making the training and the alignment               
steps highly complex and time demanding. Therefore, the data is aligned using current reference ASR               
model, trained on CC data, and by imposing a threshold on the decoding score. By doing so, short and                   
clean utterances, around 10-20s duration, are extracted and a new dataset named Clean-Parliamentary             
is created. 

To analyze the impact caused by the mismatch among the different domains, either due to the acoustic                 
or the language model, we compare the results obtained by different GMM-HMM-based ASR             
systems. Acoustic and language models are trained solely with CC EBOS data, just with              
Parliamentary data or with a combination of both domains. For the sake of comparison, 3-gram               
language models, as in D4.2, section 2.2.2, are trained separately using data uniquely from each               
domain and employed together with the corresponding acoustic model. The Table 4 depicts the error,               
in terms of WER, of such experiments for the resulting combinations of acoustic and language               
models. Test WERs are reported with respect CC EBOS and Parliamentary datasets, around 2 hours               
of unseen speech for each condition. The training sets are composed of 30h and 250h of audio data for                   
CC EBOS and Parliamentary systems, respectively. 
 
Acoustic Model Language Model Test CC EBOS Test Parliament Test clean Parl. 

EBOS EBOS 56.30 % 90.31 % - 

EBOS Parliament 70.18 % 72.77 % - 

Parliament EBOS 73.23 % 72.19 % - 

Parliament Parliament 82.51 % 59.88 % - 

Clean Parl. EBOS 72.04 % 70.78 % 51.7 % 

Clean Parl. Parliament 80.63 % 58.93 % 33.21 % 

EBOS+clean P. EBOS 61.61 % 72.13 % 53.45 % 

EBOS+clean P. Parliament 71.66 % 59.63 % 34.51 % 
Table 4. Word Error Rate (WER) results obtained by a GMM-HMM ASR system testing separately 

acoustic and language models both on Contact Center and Parliamentary data. 
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The results, shown in Table 4, suggest that the out-of-domain Parliamentary data is not able to                
complement the in-domain CC data. In any case, the reference system trained uniquely with EBOS               
CC data (see the first row in the table), is improved in terms of WER likely due to the previously                    
mentioned high domain mismatch. To minimize the effect of both, the acoustic and language              
mismatch, two different approaches have been implemented. For the acoustic mismatch,           
Parliamentary data has been synthetically augmented by applying audio codecs commonly used in             
telephony yielding to several additional hundreds hours of speech of augmented data training. Current              
results based on same GMM-HMM systems enrolled with EBOS and the augmented Parliamentary             
data yield to an error of 64.64% WER, which is still worse than reference system, trained on the CC                   
EBOS data only, see first row in Table 4. Nonetheless, better improvements are expected as soon as                 
DNN based approaches are incorporated to the LUX prototypes. So far, the best results on the CC                 
data have been achieved by the using of DNNs, based on Kaldi nnet1 and trained only with                 
in-domain data, yielding to 51.74% WER, compared to 56.30% by the GMM-HMM based system              
reported in Table 4.  

Regarding the language model, the strategy followed consists of taking advantage of the impressive              
performance of the ASR trained with the clean Parliamentary data, sixth row in Table 4. Such system                 
has been used to train a Luxembourgish phonetizer that is employed to find new pronunciations of                
words out that are not covered in the original pronunciation dictionary. The new enriched              
pronunciation dictionary, built from the Parliamentary dataset, is then incorporated in the reference             
CC-EBOS system yielding to an absolute improvement in terms of WER of 2% in the target domain. 
 

2.3. Speaker recognition 

Work was done also in the domain of speaker recognition, with 2016 NIST SRE evaluation being the                 
center-point for this development. We have however also worked towards the use of DNNs in SR and                 
on the score normalization that greatly increases the practical usability of SR systems.  

2.3.1. NIST SRE 2016 evaluations  

2016 NIST speaker recognition evaluation (SRE16) work was already partly reported in [D4.2],             6

when we were still waiting for the results. A short summary of SRE16 follows.  

The 2016 NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation (SRE16) is part of an ongoing series of evaluations               
conducted by NIST. These evaluations provide an important contribution to the direction of research              
efforts and the calibration of technical capabilities. Since the last NIST SRE evaluations in 2012 and                
2010, there was only a moderate progress in the general speaker recognition system design. Most of                
the state-of-the-art systems rely on i-vectors [Dehak2010] that are modeled by Probabilistic Linear             
Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) [Prince2007] or its variations [Burget2011, Cumani2013,         
Cumani2014]. The biggest improvement was achieved by using Deep Neural Networks (DNN) which             
are used for extracting frame-by-frame speech bottleneck features (BNF) taken from a narrow hidden              
layer compressing the relevant information into low dimensional feature vectors [Matejka2014].           
Using these features, especially in combination with standard MFCCs, lead to excellent results             
[Matejka2016, Sadjadi2016] on NIST SRE 2010 and 2012 data.  

6 https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2016/10/07/sre16_eval_plan_v1.3.pdf  
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All of these great results are however achieved on English data (and mostly telephone). SRE’16               
brought a completely new non-English dataset and a tough challenge in the domain adaptation. It               
revealed the weak side of current BNF that are tuned for English, brought back the issue of score                  
normalization and in general significantly increased the difficulty which will undoubtedly inspire a lot              
of research. BUT has participated in a consortium with Agnitio (Italy, later acquired by Nuance               
Communications, USA) and CRIM (Montreal, Canada). 

All BUT’s systems are based on UBM with diagonal covariance components and i-vector extractors              
with 600 dimensions, both trained in gender independent fashion only on telephone data from              
NIST/MIXER collections, Fisher English and Switchboard. The core feature extraction was MFCCs            
or PLP. We always extract 20 static coefficients including either C0 or Energy together with their                
deltas and double deltas. Afterwards, we apply short time mean and variance normalization. We also               
trained a 80-dimensional bottleneck features (BNF) and concatenated them with MFCCs. The            
classifier is either usual PLDA, its discriminatively trained variant or Support vector machines. Fusion              
and calibration of our systems were trained with logistic regression, optimizing the cross-entropy, on              
our development set. 

Table 5 describes the results of our subsystems and also the results of all sites in our consortium and                   
our overall fusion (ABC). The input to the final ABC fusion consisted of 3 sets of scores, each                  
produced by the labs of Agnitio, BUT and CRIM. For every fusion, we list two post-calibration                
strategies: NIG [Brummer2014] and QCAL (quadratic post-calibration). During our development, we           
chose NIG as our go-to strategy for evaluation. Comparing NIG and QCAL, we can observe that with                 
the exception of Agnitio system, the simple QCAL was more effective on evaluation data. Comparing               
fusions of the individual sites we see similar performance of individual sites and a moderate gain from                 
the cross-site fusion. 

More detailed information can be found in the ABC system description [Brummer2016] and in              
Interspeech 2017 paper [Plchot2017]. We are happy that we have confirmed our position among the               
world’s top laboratories involved in SR and that our system scored again among the best.  
 

 
Table 5. Results from NIST 2016 SRE evaluation.  
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2.3.2. Score normalization for SR 

NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation 2016 has revealed the importance of score normalization for             
mismatched data conditions. We have analyzed several score normalization techniques for test            
conditions with multiple languages. The results are obtained mainly on NIST SRE 2016, but we also                
worked on NIST SRE 2010 and multilanguage condition from PRISM set.  

The analysis shows that using adaptive symmetric score normalization (s-norm) performs the best             
with 30% relative improvement. The best results were achieved by selecting 200-500 top scoring files               
to create a speaker-dependent cohort. Further analysis shows that the selected cohorts match in 68%               
the language and in 92% the gender of the enrollment and test recordings. Next, our experimental                
results suggest that the general score normalization cohort should be a pool of several languages and                
channels and if possible, its subset should contain the data from the target domain (language and                
channel). Full analysis and results are available in [Matejka2017].  

 

2.3.3. Towards a fully DNN based system  

Recently, several end-to-end speaker verification systems based on deep neural networks (DNNs)            
have been proposed. These systems have been proven to be competitive for text-dependent tasks as               
well as for text-independent tasks with short utterances. However, for text-independent tasks with             
longer utterances, end-to-end systems are still outperformed by standard i-vector + PLDA systems.  
We developed an end-to-end speaker verification system that is initialized to mimic an i-vector +               
PLDA baseline. The architecture depicted in Figure 5 shows the the three main system modules:               
features to statistics module, statistics to i-vectors module, and the discriminative PLDA (DPLDA)             
module.  

The system was tested on three data sets: “SRE16”, “Short lang”, and “PRISM lang”. The first two                 
contain utterances of relatively short duration (<60s). The last contains utterances of longer durations              
(several minutes). All databases contain data from several different languages.  

First, classical i-vector baseline was built, then, individual building blocks were replaced by DNNs.              
The system is then further trained in an end-to-end manner but regularized so that it does not deviate                  
too far from the initial system. In this way we mitigate overfitting which normally limits the                
performance of end-to-end systems. The proposed system outperforms the i-vector + PLDA baseline             
on both long and short duration utterances.  

The details on this approach are described in ASRU 2017 submission [Rohdin2017]. Note, that this               
work is co-funded by several projects in addition to BISON: we have obtained funding from Google                
under Faculty Award “End-to-end DNN Speaker recognition system” and Johan Rohdin is supported             
by SomoPro (co-funding of H2020 Marie Curie scheme and South Moravian Region) “SEQUENS”             
(SEQUENce Summarizing neural networks for speaker recognition).  
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Figure 5: Scheme of end-to-end DNN speaker recognition system.  

 
 

3. BISON ASR systems 

This chapter covers the ASR systems prepared by PHO (some of them in cooperation with BUT) that                 
are ready for integration (by MYF) in smallBison and bigBison demonstrators as well as systems               
produced by TID. Note that this current section reports on the current results, while for most                
language, work is still in progress both on pre-processing (cleaning, gathering public one) and ASR               
system tuning.  
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3.1. Final set of ASR systems  

The planned set of ASR systems as stated in the Grant Agreement is summarized in Table 6.  
 

 
Table 6. Planned set of languages for BISON ASR system.  

The actual status is stated in Table 7. Green color denotes system that is or is ready to be deployed in                     
the bigBison environment, and that is also exploited separately. Orange color denotes significantly             
advanced system close to finishing.  

The project planned to deliver 13 BISON languages and the list of finished or nearly finished                
BISON recognizers contains 14 languages which we consider a success. Of course, as already              
foreseen in the project preparation stage, changes were made in the list of languages due to business                 
and technical circumstances:  

1. Portuguese was dropped due to changed business orientation of the CC users (EBOS and              
COMDATA) and difficulty to obtain data, see respective data deliverable [D3.2]. 

2. Polish had a problem with data, but finally, it was possible to develop Polish ASR thanks to                 
cooperation of PHO with 3rd party.  

3. Two variants of English were produced.  
4. Dutch was added to the list due to significant amount of requests (EBOS and MYF), as no CC                  

data was collected, we relied on commercially available data.  
5. The development of Hungarian is slowed down by the problems with data (late start) and lack                

of business interest. Therefore, Hungarian is not included in Table 7 and progress on it will be                 
eventually reported in the final report. 
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Language Responsible partner Production status 
Czech Phonexia In production 
Slovak Phonexia In production 
English_UK Phonexia In production 
English_US Phonexia In production 
French Phonexia In production 
Dutch BUT In production 
German Phonexia In production 
Russian Phonexia In production 
Croatian Phonexia Is being trained 
Spanish TID Is being trained 
Catalan TID Is being trained 
Polish Phonexia In production 
Italian Phonexia In production 
Luxembourgish TID/BUT Is being trained 

Table 7. Current status of BISON ASR systems.  
 
Non-BISON languages underwent more changes during the project, and were developed in            
cooperation with other projects and business contracts. Table 8 provides an account of these              
languages, that are dynamically added as needed. Moreover, we are able to build on the results of the                  
concurrently running IARPA Babel program, where the data is property of the US Government and               
can not be distributed to third parties, but the results obtained thereon (acoustic models, pronunciation               
dictionaries and language models) can be licensed by performers of the program. Babel languages are               
more relevant for security and defense applications but we are sure, that at least part of it will find use                    
in commercial CC-based applications (for example, Tagalog, is spoken by more than 70 million              
people in Philippines). For Pashto, the licensing process is already terminated and PHO disposes of a                
working Pashto ASR system.   
 
Language Responsible partner Production status 
Arabic_Gulf Phonexia In production 
Chinese Phonexia In production 
Pashto BUT In production 
Cantonese, Turkish, Tagalog, 
Vietnamese, Assamese, Bengali, 
Haitian Creole, Lao, Zulu, 
Tamil, Kurdish, Cebuano, 
Kazakh, Telugu, Lithuanian, Tok 
Pisin, Swahili, Javanese, Igbo, 
Mongolian, Dholuo, Guarani, 
Amharic, Georgian  

BUT Trained for Babel, ready to be 
licensed 

Table 8. Non-BISON additional languages.  
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3.2. Details per language  

During the project lifetime, the consortium has developed and upgraded a vast amount of ASR               
systems. A consolidated information was provided already in [D4.2]. The following subsections cover             
only languages for which a development was done. Languages that have not changed since [D4.2] are                
not mentioned and are contained only in the summary table 7 above.  
 

3.2.1. Dutch  

Dutch was not planned in the project preparation but during the project, its significance emerged and                
development of the Dutch system became very important system for our partners. As reported in               
D3.3, a commercial license to Spoken Dutch Corpus (CNG - Corpus Gesproken Nederlands)             7

containing more than 800 h of speech was purchased from Nederlandse Taalunie (Dutch Language              
Union) , that is currently responsible for the distribution of this corpus.  8

Since the first results of the ASR system were not satisfactory, we checked the provided               
transcriptions. The ASR team found mismatch in change of channels that negatively affected the              
training and results. Therefore, the team selected sets of data deemed to be correct with probability.                
Also, only a subset of the dataset comes from telephone environment. The ASR team did deeper                
analysis and removed environments, which had negative impact on the final model accuracy             
(class-room environment for example). Data augmentation (noises, reverberation and trans-coding)          
was applied in order to reach a robust acoustic model. Based on the partners’ feedback, we improved                 
language model. Significant amount work was done on pronunciation dictionary, where several            
combinations and mergings of Dutch and Flemish pronunciations were tested. The system reached             
40.4% WER on CELEX test data. The following table provides the details on data in a format similar                  
to [D4.2].  
 

data amount type comments 

CELEX (NL) 495h 
(1495h) 

Telephone, 
other channels 

No CC data available, acquired commercial license       
from Nederlandse Taalunie 

CELEX (VL) 300h 
(900h) 

Telephone, 
other channels 

No CC data available, acquired commercial license       
from Nederlandse Taalunie 

 
The language model was trained mainly from texts downloaded from the Internet (thanks to              
cooperation of PHO and MYF) and from third party sources. The pronunciation dictionaries were              
derived from the CELEX training corpus.  

3.2.2. Czech  

BUT trained new model on the data presented in [D4.2] that were augmented by noising, reverberation,                
and trans-coding and obtained a higher robustness. Phonexia integrated this model into its speech              
core, the model reached WER 31.7% on CC test data. 

7 http://tst-centrale.org/images/stories/producten/documentatie/cgn_website/doc_English/topics/index.htm, 
http://catalog.elra.info/product_info.php?products_id=628  
8 http://taalunie.org/  
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data amount type comments 

SpeeCon 759.4h 
(996.2h) 

Prompted, 
microphone 

Data collected during EU sponsored SpeeCon 
project, where BUT and Czech Technical University 
in Prague were sub-contractors 

Third party 641.7h 
(1128.8h) 

Prompted + 
spontaneous, 
microphone 

Recorded by BUT and Czech Technical University 
in Prague on a commercial project, BUT has full 
rights to the derivatives trained on this data.  

Ministry of 
Defence 

140.0h 
(247.3h) 

Spontaneous 
telephone 

Data provided by the Czech MoI/MoD during a 
2007-10 project grouping Czech speech processing 
labs. 

 

3.2.3. Italian  

Since the consortium registered a demand on the market, we paid a significant effort to Italian model.                 
Data that were gathered during the BISON project were enriched by noises and different codecs. The                
ASR team also checked and fixed timing in test transcriptions. The final model has WER 35.3% on                 
CC test data. Language model was tuned in order to match target domain of customers. Pronunciation                
dictionary remained the same. 
 

data amount type comments 

COMDATA 8.4h 
(34h) 

CC Collected and annotated by COMDATA within 
BISON. 

EBOS 21h 
(82,3h) 

CC Collected and annotated by EBOS within BISON. 

 

3.2.4. German  

Also the German model was highly expected from customers. The ASR team used above mentioned               
techniques for greater robustness of the model (augmenting by noise and reverberation). The final              
WER 30.1% was reached with models trained on the original data. As the market expects even better                 
accuracy on this main European language, PHO wants to retrain the model in near future, and the                 
acoustic model re-training will be a priority task. A new source of data was found: Open Speech Data                  
Corpus for German (as reported also in [D3.5]). It contains over 35 hours of the speech with more                  9

than 180 speakers. The corpus has a Kaldi’s recipe that will simplify the training.  
 

data amount type comments 

EBOS 22,7h CC Collected and annotated by EBOS within BISON 

CallHome 17,35h Telephone 
conversations 

Released by LDC, calls of German speakers 
overseas. 

 

9 http://www.voxforge.org/home/forums/other-languages/german/open-speech-data-corpus-for-german 
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3.2.5. Russian  

Historically, Phonexia trained several Russian ASR systems for various domains, also BUT Speech             
group has a long-term experience with Russian models. In 2017, a new version of Russian acoustic                
model was trained. Considering a positive feedback on language models and pronunciation dictionary,             
we used the same ones in the new model as well. The data were prepared from third party sources.                   
The best obtained WER was 37.7% on CC test set. A few customers have already received this                 
models, and the current feedback is positive. 
 

data amount type comments 

SpeechDat 28.6h 
(51,5h) 

Prompted, 
microphone 

Available thanks to the participation of BUT on 
SpeechDat-East consortium, back in 2000.  

GlobalPhone 19.35h 
(36,8h) 

Prompted, 
microphone 

Corpora provided by ELRA 

Third party 58.36h 
(116,7h) 

CC Other data provided to PHX by their customers. 

 

3.2.6. Gulf Arabic 

The system was trained on LDC corpora. Phonexia ASR team experimented with various dictionary              
composition (Buckwalter, SAMPA, graphemes). Finally, we obtained the best results with simple            
grapheme approach. The final acoustic system is DNN based. The multilingual pre-training on 24              
BABEL languages was used as a better starting point than standard random initialization. 

The language model was based on acoustics transcriptions as we did not get any gain from web data.  
 
data amount type comments 

LDC2006S43 94h Telephone 
conversations 

Standard LDC database Gulf Arabic Conversational 
Telephone Speech  10

 

3.2.7. Croatian 

PHO has request from customer for preparing Croatian’s keyword spotting system. Based on the              
request, PHO ASR team prepared the speech transcription system. Works is still in progress, the first                
prototype has WER 53.0% that needs to be improved. The language model is based on the data from                  
the corpus only. The corpus also contains a pronunciation dictionary that was used. Phonexia will               
carry on the model improvement by augmenting the data, as done for other languages.  
 

data amount type comments 

Appen 49h CC Appen Butler Hill CRO_ASR001 
 
 

10 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2006S43  
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3.3. Multilingual approaches in BISON ASR systems  

Currently we are using multilingual pre-training on Babel languages [Karafiat2016]. Babel language            
collection has however targeted (with some exceptions) non-European languages, therefore, the           
suitability of Babel pre-trained features and acoustic models is questionable. Therefore we are             
currently working on multilingual training setup based on BISON data. 
 

3.4. Implementation work for production ASR  

3.4.1. Dynamic decoder  

Phonexia as a developer and integrator of speech technologies dedicates significant effort to the              
development and integration of new features for ASR systems. The continuous growth of market with               
speech technologies led to the higher requirements and pressure on ASR system parameters. Among              
these parameters, the speed of technology and accuracy play key roles.  

The older versions of PHO speech transcription were based on statistical decoder using n-gram              
recognition network. The compilation of such network is a time and hardware-consuming operation             
leading to a high hardware requirements for the users of speech transcription. Especially, in the high                
volumes of processed data, this can lead to memory problems if standard hardware is used. For this                 
reason, we created and implemented dynamic decoder enabling to use unigram network. A time              
needed for the compilation of unigram network is significantly shorter than time for n-gram              
recognition network (hours vs. minutes) and consumes approximately twice lower amount of RAM.             
Unigram network is being used for the simulation of n-gram network via modification of probability               
from language model (the language model has to be appropriately saved in the optimized search               
structure). 

The main advantage of unigram network usage is a rapid decrease of RAM consumption. As a                
consequence of this, significant ly more complex language models can be used. It is also a good step              
towards the new approaches of language modeling as language models based on RNN (recurrent              
neural network). At the end, this process will lead to higher accuracy. The disadvantage is a slightly                 
lower speed of speech transcription. 
 

3.4.2. Real-time  

Based on the market requirements and the progress in the development of ASR systems, the first                
real-time technology (Keyword spotting) was implemented into BISON, see Appendix for BS-CORE            
scheme.  

The current BISON solution allows the identification of a list of predefined words in real time, during                 
a live call between a client and an agent. This ability provides the possibility to cover various use                  
cases. Based on these keywords spoken during the conversation, BISON will automatically provide             
options to the agent for topics to be discussed or answers to posed questions. Moreover, by connecting                 
to the knowledge database, the conversation can be guided by the script to help the agent to address                  
customer requests, increasing customer satisfaction. 
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Also, the technology enables to alert the agent when there is missing a mandatory phrase, this is                 
especially important when it comes to be compliant with both local and European legislation.  

Another possibility is to intervene, if needed, during a conversation. The disadvantage of post call               
analysis in case of a negative customer experience is that the customer is already gone and possibly                 
already looking for alternatives. When the conversation is analyzed real-time, a supervisor could be              
alerted in case of an upset customer which would allow for immediate action, preventing negative               
experience for the customer.  

Moreover, real-time keyword spotting is also very interesting to combined with interactive voice             
response (IVR) systems. Instead of the tradition functionality: ‘press 1 for language A, press 2 for                
language B, etc’, the customer can be asked to state their request, which will immediately direct the                 
customer to the corresponding agent without the further need of selection menus.  

With regard to real-time ASR technologies, the consortium sees this technology as a future path for                
BISON which will bring value by reducing the average call length due to increased efficiency, leading                
to higher levels of client satisfaction.  

As a next step, the consortium plans to integrate real-time speech transcription. This will transform               
the recordings into text which will generate richer data sets to be used for identification of customer                 
needs and requirements. Also, the conformity with local legislation can be proven since shared              
information can be shown or agreements made by the customer can easily be found. In addition, since                 
the full conversation is transcribed, instead of searching for certain predefined keywords, new,             
previously non-existing, requirements, issues or needs can be identified more rapidly.  

Last but not least, it will be possible to access to the underlying meaning of the conversation. By only                   
searching for single words, the actual meaning of the conversation might be misinterpreted. Full              
transcription, allows for the complete understanding of the conversation, which subsequently can be             
used for the above mentioned applications.  

3.5. Transfer of acoustic models and Kaldi recipe  

Kaldi is a toolkit for speech recognition written in C++ and licensed under the Apache License v2.0 .                 11

The toolkit is intended for the use by speech recognition researchers, and has served a significant                
amount of the research work done both by TID and BUT within BISON (see research parts of                 
respective [D4.1] and [D4.2]). BUT has also actively contributed to Kaldi (Karel Vesely is the author                
of the popular nnet1 DNN ASR module and associated recipes). The Kaldi authors emphasize the               
toolkit as  modern and flexible code sticking to code-development rules and good practices.  

Previous training of ASR systems happened in several different (and largely incompatible)            
environments, for example STK (in-house toolkit) and CNTK at BUT, BS-CORE at PHO and Kaldi               
at TID.  

BISON has pushed the partners to agree on a common platform for model training and exchange.                
PHO has produced an initial Kaldi recipe, that is currently being tested at TID for the TID-PHO                 
transfer of acoustic models (as stated in [D3.5], data transfer from Telefonica Group outside is not                

11 http://kaldi-asr.org/  
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possible, so that a scheme for transferring models is needed). This is creating a common way for the                  
integration and portability of  ASR technologies within BISON consortium.   

Simultaneously, PHO, TID, TME have started legal and business negotiations on model licensing,             
that will allow to include Spanish and Catalan models in the production environments. 
 

4. Conclusions and outlook 

The development of production speech data mining technologies is nowadays concentrated in the             
hands of several big players (Microsoft, Google, Facebook, IBM, Nuance). By the work in BISON,               
we have shown that it is possible (though for not all application scenarios) to come up with similar or                   
better results in a consortium of academic labs, industrial partners and users providing data. 

During the project, significant research work was done on several modalities of speech data mining               
(speech, speaker, language, voice activity) and the teams successfully participated in international            
evaluations. The work on multi-lingual training and robust speaker recognition is not only following,              
but shaping the state-of-the-art. In these efforts, we have worked in synergy with several other               
research projects (IARPA Babel and DARPA RATS being the most notable) and enjoyed             
participation in a very open and sharing international community.  

The ultimate outcome of WP4 were however practically usable systems deployable in the CC              
environment. Here, we fully benefitted from the help of CC partners on the consortium (EBOS,               
COMDATA and TME) that were producing data relevant for the target scenarios. Although working              
with real business data brings technical and legal problems, we believe that the main reason for                
BISON’s speech data mining is such cooperation. The project proposal counted on 13 languages to be                
produced, the consortium finally developed 14, although the original plan had to be dynamically              
changed due to business and technical influences. BISON systems can also profit from other              
languages developed in partnerships with third parties, or available from other projects.  

Although D4.3 is the final deliverable of WP4, there is still significant amount of “TODOs”, that will                 
be addressed until the end of BISON and beyond it, notably:  

● Better and easier ASR customization, where we need to depart from the classical “one size               
fits all” approach and allow the customers to easily modify dictionaries and language models.              
These are relatively easy, while customer-driven re-training of acoustic models is more            
problematic and nowadays confined to specialized teams.  

● The ASR work concentrated on transcription, while for most users, keyword spotting is the              
primary application. The KWS has undergone intense development in the international           
community in the recent years, that was only partially addressed in BISON.  

● Faster propagation of the newest R&D into production. This process was started in ASR              
by the development of Kaldi recipe, but needs to be replicated also for the other modalities, in                 
order to keep pace with the big players where the transfer from R&D to production is very                 
intense.  
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